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DIFFICULTIES OF FUTURE LOSS – HIGH INCOME EARNER’S 
PROBABILITY OF LOSS ASSESSED AT 10% 
In Balnaves v Smith [2012] QSC 192 the court was required to assess the future economic loss of the 
plaintiff after being injured in a boating accident. In Balnaves v Smith; Malone v Smith [2011] 2 Qd R 
17 it had been held that the plaintiff was contributorily negligent and his responsibility was assessed 
at 65%. The parties agreed upon the special damages and the general damages other than the future 
economic loss. 
FACTS 
The plaintiff was a successful businessman. He was the Executive Chairman of the Southern Star 
Group Ltd (SSG), which dominated the Australian domestic television market in the 1990s, and 
controlled approximately 32% of its shares and voting power. However, in 2000 and 2001, SSG was 
heavily in debt which led to one of its subsidiaries being sold. This sale was completed a few weeks 
after the plaintiff’s accident in 2002. The future of SSG was discussed in 2003 by its Board and one 
possibility identified was SSG being taken over by a larger entity and Southern Cross Broadcasting 
Ltd (SCB) was identified as a potential buyer. In 2004 SCB took over SSG and then in 2007 there 
was a takeover of SCB by the Macquarie Media Group.  
 The plaintiff was injured on 23 February 2002 and returned to work in about July 2002. Due to 
his injuries he was restricted in the work he could perform and the hours he could work. Prior to the 
accident the plaintiff had worked long hours and it had been his intention to remain the Executive 
Chairman of SSG for as long as he was effective. Despite an operation, rehabilitation and 
physiotherapy by early 2003, the plaintiff could only work about two days a week.  
 The plaintiff was involved in the negotiations with SCB for the sale of SSG. SCB wanted the 
plaintiff to remain as Executive Chairman of SSG and the service agreement acknowledged that the 
plaintiff would work approximately two and half days a week to manage the business and operations 
of SSG and its subsidiaries. Until the end of 2003 the plaintiff received the same remuneration as he 
did before being injured. From January 2004 his salary was halved, consistent with the new service 
agreement negotiated with SCB. On 30 September 2005 the plaintiff retired.  
 The plaintiff claimed as loss the full remuneration as Executive Chairman and the shareholding 
of approximately 31% until 2014, when he would have turned 70. The plaintiff argued that due to his 
injuries he could “no longer work 70-80 hours a week and felt that he lacked the mental acuity and 
energy to perform his duties ‘properly’” (at [93]). The plaintiff testified that his inability to work as 
he did before being injured was likely to have affected the share price of SCG in the long term. It was 
this belief that made the plaintiff decide that the takeover by SCB was in the best interests of the 
shareholders. It was claimed that had the plaintiff not been injured, the sale of SSG would not have 
taken place as other opportunities could have been pursued to benefit the shareholders. Therefore, 
SSG would have remained in his control and he would have benefited from his shareholding. 
Evidence provided to the court was that the plaintiff’s shares in SSG, had it not been sold to SCB, 
would have been worth $3,818,000 in the takeover by the Macquarie Media Group. 
CAPITAL LOSS – THE SHARES 
The difficulty in assessing the future economic loss was the “flimsy state of the evidence” (at [150]). 
At [150] it was noted that “it is a serious question whether the plaintiff’s shares in SSG would have 
been worth more after 2008 – the year of the onset of the global financial crisis – than the value he 
extracted from disposing of them in the SCB takeover”. However, Byrne SJA stated that “mere 
difficulty of assessment of a loss is no impediment to an award of damages” (at [151]), citing Sellars 
v Adelaide Petroleum NL (1994) 179 CLR 332 at 349.
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 The share price of SSG had fluctuated significantly over the years and therefore evidence of what 
the shares were worth in 2007 could not be relied upon to predict the value of the shares in 2014 (at 
[154]). Further, there was no evidence given that the global financial crisis in 2008 would not have 
affected the share price of SSG. It was held that due to the “regularity of mergers and acquisitions 
involving entertainment ventures in Australia, the paucity of evidence concerning post-2007 values 
and prospects” meant that “the assessment of the value of the lost opportunity for the plaintiff to have 
retained his shares in SSG is essentially a speculative exercise” (at [159]). It was noted that such a 
loss was not too remote (at [163]): 
It is notorious that many an individual uses a corporation to conduct a business or carry on a vocation. It is, 
therefore, reasonably foreseeable that personal injury may adversely affect the value of shares in a corporate 
vehicle the fortunes of which depend to an appreciable extent on a plaintiff’s personal exertion. So the loss 
related to the shares is not too remote. 
LOSS OF INCOME 
Although the plaintiff claimed the loss of his income as Executive Chairman until the age of 70, the 
court held that it was reasonable to assess the lost income until the end of the financial year when the 
plaintiff turned 65 (at [167]). The court was influenced by the incentives in the plaintiff’s life to retire 
before reaching the age of 70 and the opinions of other SSG Board members.  
 The remuneration paid to the plaintiff’s successor, was held by the court to be a “reasonable basis 
for assessing lost income” (at [171]). However, the court had to assess the probability of the plaintiff 
                                                          
1 See also Montemaggiori v Wilson [2011] WASCA 177 at [28], where it was held that “the assessment of damages for 
personal injuries in an action for negligence is not an exact science”. 
remaining the fulltime Executive Chairman of SSG until the age of 65, and not facilitating its 
takeover by SCB.
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 Despite the plaintiff’s assertions that he had no plans to sell SSG and that it was 
his inability to continue to work at the same level as before being injured, the court held that it was 
likely that he would have sold SSG. The court took into account the evidence from the meetings of 
the SSG Board, pointing out that the possibility of a takeover had been raised previously when the 
company had been in financial difficulties. Further, the takeover was attractive to SSG’s shareholders 
as well as the plaintiff personally.  The plaintiff earned $3 million from the sale as well as retaining 
the position of Executive Chairman for at least three years with a lower expectation of the hours he 
would have to work. The other members of the Board were in favour of the takeover and there was no 
evidence that they were influenced in any significant way by the fact that the plaintiff was unable to 
work as he had previously. 
 The court held that there was “roughly a 1-in-10 chance” (at [173]) that that the plaintiff would 
not have facilitated the takeover if he had not been injured. Therefore approximately 10% of the lost 
income for the period was awarded, amounting to $250,000. Due to the finding of contributory 
negligence in the earlier decision of Balnaves v Smith; Malone v Smith [2011] 2 Qd R 17, the 
plaintiff’s future loss amounted to $87,500. 
CONCLUSION 
The court demonstrates the difficulty if proving future events for assessment of personal injury 
claims. This was pointed out by Buss and Newnes JJA in Montemaggiori v Wilson [2011] WASCA 
177 at [30] where their Honours stated: 
when the law takes account of future or hypothetical events in assessing damages, it can only do so in terms 
of the degree of probability of those events occurring. Unless the chance is so low as to be speculative or so 
high as to be practically certain, the court will take that chance into account in assessing damages. The 
inquiry – the process of estimation of probabilities – is thus an imprecise and indeterminate one to be 
carried out within very broad parameters: State of New South Wales v Moss [2000] NSWCA 133; (2000) 54 
NSWLR 536, 553. Accordingly, damages for financial loss likely to result from personal injury can only be 
an estimate, often a very rough estimate, of the present value of the prospective loss: Todorovic [(1981) 150 
CLR 402 at 413]. 
 In that case it was also held that the plaintiff’s inability to provide precise evidence should not 
lead to a disentitlement of damages for the future loss, but “it is hard for a plaintiff who fails to call 
evidence, or calls incomplete evidence, to complain of a low award: State of New South Wales v Moss 
[(2000) 54 NSWLR 536]; Minchin v Public Curator of Queensland [[1965] ALR 91 at 93].”3 
 In Balnaves v Smith [2012] QSC 192 the plaintiff could not convince the court of the course of 
action he would have taken had he not been injured and the future loss he suffered, due to the industry 
he was involved in and the global financial crisis. Future loss was compensated, but taking into 
account the probability of the future events the plaintiff alleged the probability was assessed quite 





                                                          
2 Malec v J C Hutton Pty Ltd (1990) 169 CLR 638. 
3 Montemaggiori v Wilson [2011] WASCA 177 at [31]. 
